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ANLEITUNG

PULLOVER #08/11
SIZE Width: one size; Length: S (M/ L), Foto Size S

B

MATERIALS Lamana Como (100% Merino Superfine, approx. 120 m/25 g) 375 g (400/425) in color Slate Grey
shade 28M,
3 mm (US 2 / UK 11) and 3.5 mm (US 4 / UK 9) knitting needles, 1 short (40 cm) circular knitting needle or set
of dpn size 3 mm, stitch holders, 2 stitch markers, tapestry needle

PATTERN NOTE Rib pattern: see chart; only RS rows (or odd numbered rounds) are shown; in WS rows (or
even numbered rnds) work sts as they appear, p the yos (in rnds: k the yos)
Main pattern: seed stitch (odd number of sts):
RS rows: * k 1, p 1; rep from * to last st, k 1
WS rows: * k 1 , p 1; rep from * to last st, k 1
Gauge: 21 sts and 40 rows in main pattern using 3.5 mm needles = 10 � 10 cm
Adjust needle size if necessary to obtain correct gauge

BACK CO 193 sts using 3 mm needles and divide into rib pattern as follws: k 2, then work pattern repeat (7
sts) 27 times, end with k2. In Ws rows p first and last 2 sts, work all other sts as they appear, p the yos. Work
46 rows (14 cm) as given. Change to 3.5 mm needles and k 1 RS row; from next WS row work all sts in main
pattern up to a total height of 50 cm (53 /56).
For shoulder shaping work short rows (see appendix) as follows: leave 4 sts unworked on both sides 19 times
(= 76 sts per shoulder), then work current RS row to end, working together each yo with the following st (k
or p according to pattern). Now work one WS row over all sts, working tog tbl each yo with the following st
(k or p according to pattern). In next RS row BO first and last 76 sts and place center 41 sts on holder.

FRONT Work as for back, at the same time, after shortening rows for shoulders 6 times, place center 23 sts
for front neckline on holder and finish shoulders separately. Begin with right hand shoulder (i.e. the one
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ANLEITUNG
following the sts on holder) and work tog the 3rd and 4th st in next 9 RS rows according to pattern, at the
same time continue shoulder shaping as given for back. Finally work one RS row over all shoulder sts,
working tog each yo with the following st, then BO all sts. Work second shoulder likewise, reversing
shaping.

SLEEVES CO 53 sts using 3 mm needles and and divide into rib pattern as follows: k 2, then work pattern
repeat (7 sts) 7 times, end with k2. In WS rows p first and last 2 sts, work all other sts as they appear, p the
yos. Work 26 rows (8 cm) as given. Change to 3.5 mm needles and in next RS row k first and last 23 sts,
continue in rib pattern over center 7 sts (keep track of the sts by placing a stitch marker before and after
these 7 sts). From next WS row divide first and last 23 sts into main pattern, continue center 7 sts in rib
pattern up to upper edge of sleeve, at the same time, for sleeve shaping, inc 1 st on each side every 6th row
10 (12 /14) times, work incs after first and before last st of row and integrate new sts into pattern [= 73 sts
(77/81)]. When work measures 33 cm (34 /35) in total, BO the first 32 sts (34 /36), p 1, work following 7 sts in
rib pattern, p 1, then BO last 32 sts (34 /36). Work futher 38 cm over rem 9 sts, continuing pattern as given
(k first and last st in WS rows), then leave sts on holder. Work second sleeve the same.

TO FINISH Place shoulder stripe of first sleeve between shoulder edges of front and back and join seams on
both sides from sleeve towards neckline. Adjust length of shoulder stripe if needed (do not BO the 9 sts,
leave them on holder while joining the seams), then sew in sleeve and close side seam. Finish second side
the same way.
Now take the 41 sts of back neckline back on needle, then the 9 sts of first shoulder stripe, then pick up and
knit 12 sts along rounded neckline edge of left shoulder, take the 23 living sts of front neckline on needle,
pick up and knit another 12 sts along other neckline edge and finally slip the 9 sts of 2nd shoulder stripe on
needle (= 106 sts), pm and join for working in the round (beg of rnd is between right sleeve and back).
Divide sts so into rib pattern that you continue shoulder stripes as set (i.e. begin with 2nd st of pattern
repeat, this means that first pattern rep has only 6 sts), then continue according to pattern. At center of
back k2tog, include first shoulder stripe, work according to pattern to last st of rnd, move marker 1 st to
right, p next st (= missing st of first pattern rep) and continue in pattern over all 105 sts for 25 more rnds (8
cm), then BO all sts loosely.
Weave in ends. Cover pullover with a damp cloth and leave until dry.
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ANLEITUNG
APPENDIX
SHORT ROWS Short rows can be used to create smooth diagonal or curved instead of stair-step edges.
Work until the designated number of sts, *turn work, yarn over on right hand needle (pull yo tight), work
until next turning point (or end of row)*, rep from * to * until desired number of sts is left on stand-by. Then
work 1 or 2 rows over all sts knitting yos tog with following st (i.e first st on left hand needle after the gap); in
WS rows: purl yo tog tbl with following st.
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INSTRUCTION

The instructions are supplied without liability.
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INSTRUCTION
ABBREVIATIONS
dpn = double pointed needles
rnd(s) = round(s)
k = knit
p = purl
st(s) = stitch(es)
rep = repeat
RS = right side
WS = wrong side
yo(s) = yarn over(s)
CO = cast on
BO = bind off
tog = together
tbl = through back loop
inc(s) = increase(s)
rem = remaining
pm = place marker
beg = beginning
k2tog = knit 2 stitches together
skpo = slip, knit, pass over (see below)

KNITTING SYMBOLS
1 yo
k1
p1
k2tog
	
skpo: slip 1 st knitwise, k 1, then pass slipped st over

SKILL LEVEL
A

easy

B

intermediate

C

advanced
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